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Cortical Tracking of Speech: Toward Collaboration between the 
Fields of Signal and Sentence Processing

Eleonora J. Beier1, Suphasiree Chantavarin1,2, Gwendolyn Rehrig1, Fernanda Ferreira1, 
Lee M. Miller1

1University of California, Davis 2Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

Abstract

In recent years, a growing number of studies have used cortical tracking methods to investigate 

auditory language processing. Although most studies that employ cortical tracking stem from the 

field of auditory signal processing, this approach should also be of interest to psycholinguistics

—particularly the subfield of sentence processing—given its potential to provide insight into 

dynamic language comprehension processes. However, there has been limited collaboration 

between these fields, which we suggest is partly because of differences in theoretical background 

and methodological constraints, some mutually exclusive. In this paper, we first review the 

theories and methodological constraints that have historically been prioritized in each field and 

provide concrete examples of how some of these constraints may be reconciled. We then elaborate 

on how further collaboration between the two fields could be mutually beneficial. Specifically, 

we argue that the use of cortical tracking methods may help resolve long-standing debates in the 

field of sentence processing that commonly used behavioral and neural measures (e.g., ERPs) 

have failed to adjudicate. Similarly, signal processing researchers who use cortical tracking may 

be able to reduce noise in the neural data and broaden the impact of their results by controlling 

for linguistic features of their stimuli and by using simple comprehension tasks. Overall, we argue 

that a balance between the methodological constraints of the two fields will lead to an overall 

improved understanding of language processing as well as greater clarity on what mechanisms 

cortical tracking of speech reflects. Increased collaboration will help resolve debates in both fields 

and will lead to new and exciting avenues for research.

Reprint requests should be sent to Eleonora J. Beier, Psychology Department, University of California, Davis, One Shields Ave., 
Davis, CA 95616-5270, or via ejbeier@ucdavis.edu. 
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INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a growing interest in the cortical tracking of speech as a potential 

measure of acoustic, linguistic, and cognitive processing (Meyer, Sun, & Martin, 2020; 

Obleser & Kayser, 2019; Kösem & van Wassenhove, 2017; Meyer, 2018; see Tyler, 2020). 

The terms “cortical tracking” or “speech tracking” loosely refer to continuous neural activity 

that is somehow time-locked to ongoing events in the speech signal. According to one 

common interpretation, cortical tracking reflects the tendency for neural oscillations to align, 

or phase-lock, with quasiperiodic features in the speech signal. These quasiperiodic elements 

of speech can be acoustic, such as the fluctuations in the amplitude envelope associated 

with syllables (Doelling, Arnal, Ghitza, & Poeppel, 2014; Peelle, Gross, & Davis, 2013) 

or linguistic representations generated in the mind of the listener, such as syntactic phrase 

boundaries (Meyer, Henry, Gaston, Schmuck, & Friederici, 2017; Ding, Melloni, Zhang, 

Tian, & Poeppel, 2016). Researchers adopting this approach often refer to cortical tracking 

as “neural entrainment” (Obleser & Kayser, 2019; see later sections for further discussion of 

terminology and debates in this field). It has been proposed that entrainment may contribute 

to improved speech processing and language comprehension—for instance, by instantiating 

temporal predictions that enable segmentation of the continuous speech signal into units at 

several timescales (Keitel, Gross, & Kayser, 2018; Kösem et al., 2018; Meyer & Gumbert, 

2018; Meyer et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2016; Zoefel & VanRullen, 2015; Doelling et al., 2014; 

Peelle et al., 2013; Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Ahissar et al., 2001).

Cortical tracking methods should therefore be of great interest to researchers studying 

sentence processing from a psycholinguistic perspective. Sentence processing research 

makes frequent use of ERPs to draw inferences about neural responses to isolated, discrete 

events such as word onsets or sentence boundaries (Swaab, Ledoux, Camblin, & Boudewyn, 

2012; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas, Van Petten, & Kluender, 2006) as well as time–

frequency analyses of EEG oscillatory power at specific bands (Prystauka & Lewis, 2019). 

However, the field of sentence processing has yet to fully incorporate cortical tracking 

as a tool to investigate language processing mechanisms continuously, rather than at 

discrete epochs. As we will argue, combining measures of cortical tracking with typical 

psycholinguistic paradigms may help resolve long-standing debates and distinguish between 

competing theories of language processing, while also making use of continuous EEG data 

that are typically treated as noise in ERP paradigms (a point we discuss further in the section 

titled Contributions to Psycholinguistics).

In general, there has been limited collaboration between signal processing neuroscientists 

who use cortical tracking paradigms and psycholinguists, despite the fact that both fields 

share the common goal of elucidating how listeners process spoken language. To be more 

specific, the research areas that are most relevant for our purposes are the study of human 

sentence processing, which is a subfield of psycholinguistics, and the study of auditory 

signal processing, which is often carried out by perceptual neurophysiologists and engineers 

who are interested in how the brain transforms auditory signals and who may implement 

cortical tracking in their research methods. These research topics intersect when the auditory 

signal comprises spoken sentences. For convenience, we will refer to these research areas as 

“sentence processing” and “signal processing” throughout, with the caveat that the fields are 
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not mutually exclusive; there are psycholinguists who employ cortical tracking methods to 

study sentence processing (e.g., Song & Iverson, 2018; Martin & Doumas, 2017; Meyer et 

al., 2017), signal processing researchers who are interested in the linguistic properties of the 

speech signal (e.g., Ding et al., 2016), and investigators with clear interest in both fields who 

already conduct studies that incorporate the methodological compromises we suggest later 

on (e.g., Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Obleser & Kotz, 2011).

Despite these notable examples of interaction, the two fields remain largely independent. 

Part of the reason for this limited collaboration stems from the different ways these two 

fields conceptualize and define language processing; whereas sentence processing research 

focuses on the cognitive and linguistic representations formed during comprehension, 

signal processing research treats speech as an example of a complex auditory signal and 

seeks to characterize the system that transforms that input signal into an output signal 

or response (e.g., Rimmele, Morillon, Poeppel, & Arnal, 2018; Morillon & Schroeder, 

2015). An additional hurdle to collaboration stems from the largely different methodological 

constraints that the two fields are primarily concerned with. Some of these constraints are 

because of the theoretical grounds upon which research is conducted as well as limitations 

in the current methods for data acquisition; these are sometimes at odds across fields and 

can be difficult to reconcile. However, we argue that most constraints are reconcilable 

and that both fields would benefit from incorporating aspects of each other’s methodology 

and theoretical constructs. Just as sentence processing research would be able to answer 

more detailed questions about linguistic processing by using more of the continuous EEG 

data through cortical tracking methods, signal processing research would gain a better 

understanding of the role of cortical tracking in the processing of speech by controlling 

and manipulating the linguistic features of the stimulus, which are often underspecified in 

current studies.

In this paper, we first review the theoretical background and the methodological constraints 

that have historically been prioritized in the study of sentence processing and the 

neuroscience of auditory signal processing. We then explore in more detail what further 

collaboration between these two fields could bring, highlighting how cortical tracking 

methods could be used to improve our understanding of continuous sentence comprehension 

and how paradigms from psycholinguistics may in turn improve our understanding of 

the transformations listeners apply to speech as an input signal. Finally, we will provide 

concrete ideas for how to reconcile each field’s constraints to reach these goals. We 

conclude by arguing that, although no perfect experiment can be constructed that will satisfy 

all constraints, a better mutual understanding of each field’s approach will greatly improve 

experimental designs in both fields and open up new exciting avenues for research.

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH ON SIGNAL AND SENTENCE PROCESSING

Cortical Tracking in Signal Processing Research

Cortical tracking refers to the observed alignment of rhythmic neural activity with an 

external periodic or quasiperiodic stimulus. It has been observed in response to both visual 

and auditory stimuli (Besle et al., 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Luo, Liu, & Poeppel, 

2010; Lakatos, Karmos, Mehta, Ulbert, & Schroeder, 2008; Lakatos et al., 2005). Although 
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this phenomenon has received growing interest in the past decade, there is still considerable 

debate as to the neural causes of cortical tracking and the role it may play in various aspects 

of cognition (e.g., attention, temporal prediction, speech processing). Specifically, debate 

has centered around whether cortical tracking results from the phase-locking of ongoing, 

endogenous oscillations (Calderone, Lakatos, Butler, & Castellanos, 2014; Doelling et al., 

2014; Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Peelle & Davis, 2012) or whether it is the epiphenomenal 

result of repeated evoked responses (e.g., reflexive responses to the stimulus). There is 

also debate about whether cortical tracking serves a functional role in attention and speech 

processing, such as by acting as a mechanism for temporal prediction and segmentation 

(Kösem et al., 2018; Morillon & Schroeder, 2015; Calderone et al., 2014; Doelling et al., 

2014; Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Lakatos et al., 2008), or whether it is 

merely a passive response to other mechanisms (Rimmele et al., 2018; Ding & Simon, 

2014). These different viewpoints are sometimes reflected in the terminology used to 

describe cortical tracking: Studies that argue or assume that cortical tracking involves the 

synchronization of ongoing oscillations often use the term “neural entrainment,” as opposed 

to the more neutral terms cortical/neural tracking, phase coding, speech tracking, and so 

on (Obleser & Kayser, 2019). In this paper, we are agnostic about the neural origins and 

cognitive role of this phenomenon, and we therefore use the neutral term “cortical tracking” 

throughout.

Cortical Tracking of Speech—In this section, we briefly review the empirical and 

theoretical background on cortical tracking of speech. Interested readers are encouraged to 

explore reviews by Meyer (2018), Kösem and van Wassenhove (2017), and Obleser and 

Kayser (2019) for comprehensive explanations.

Much of the empirical work on cortical tracking of speech has been based on the view 

that it arises from the phase-locking of ongoing oscillations to events in the speech signal 

and that it represents an attentional or attention-like mechanism whereby periods of high 

neuronal excitability align with the temporal occurrence of the stimulus events to maximize 

processing efficiency (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Lakatos et al., 

2008). The idea of cortical tracking as an attentional mechanism has been theorized to 

support beat perception in music through the Dynamic Attending Theory (Large & Jones, 

1999; Large & Kolen, 1994). According to this account, the perception of rhythm relies 

on the dynamic allocation of attention to points in time when the next beat is predicted 

to occur. The synchronization of neural oscillations to the beat is therefore a mechanism 

that allows for temporal predictions. In addition, cortical tracking has been observed for 

imagined groupings of acoustically identical periodic beats (Nozaradan, Peretz, Missal, & 

Mouraux, 2011), providing further evidence for its role in the perception of hierarchically 

organized rhythmic patterns, or meter. It also indicates that cortical tracking may reflect the 

segmentation of stimuli into larger units not necessarily represented acoustically (but see 

Meyer et al., 2020, and Tyler, 2020, for important considerations on the difference between 

cortical tracking of acoustic features as opposed to endogenously generated representations).

It has been argued that this type of attentional mechanism, allowing for temporal predictions 

through the synchronization of ongoing neural oscillations, is used for the perception of 

speech as well (Meyer, 2018; Ding et al., 2016; Doelling et al., 2014; Giraud & Poeppel, 
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2012; Peelle & Davis, 2012). Speech is a temporal signal consisting of quasiperiodic events 

at multiple timescales. Cortical tracking has been observed in response to many acoustic 

and linguistic properties of speech, including syllabic rate (Doelling et al., 2014; Peelle 

et al., 2013; Luo & Poeppel, 2007), the presence of prosodic intonational boundaries 

(Bourguignon et al., 2013), and the presence of syntactic phrases (Meyer & Gumbert, 2018; 

Meyer et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2016). Given that speech requires extremely fast processing, 

often in noisy environments, it would be beneficial for the listener to be able to preallocate 

attention to the points in time where important bits of signal will likely occur. In this way, 

the listener can ensure that this information will coincide with maximal neuronal excitability 

and therefore more efficient processing (Meyer & Gumbert, 2018; Morillon & Schroeder, 

2015; Peelle & Davis, 2012). Speech and music would not be unique in this respect, as 

temporal predictions are thought to modulate attention and facilitate processing of events at 

predicted time locations more broadly (Nobre & van Ede, 2018), and temporal predictions 

in the auditory domain in particular have demonstrated the involvement of delta oscillations 

(Stefanics et al., 2010) similarly to the domain of language (Ding et al., 2016).

This ability to predict where important linguistic information is likely to occur could also 

support the temporal segmentation of speech into its linguistic units (Doelling et al., 2014; 

Giraud & Poeppel, 2012), such as the formation of syntactic boundaries (Meyer et al., 2017; 

Ding et al., 2016). In a foundational study, Ding et al. (2016) showed evidence of cortical 

tracking not only to periodically presented monosyllabic words but also to the two-word 

phrases and the four-word sentences that these words combined into. Importantly, syntactic 

boundaries were not marked acoustically, suggesting that the observed cortical tracking 

reflected a mental representation rather than an acoustic property, similar to what has been 

found for an imaginary meter (Nozaradan et al., 2011). If cortical tracking plays a functional 

role in actively predicting temporal events and in segmenting speech into units, then it may 

be an essential aspect of speech perception and language comprehension (Schwartze & Kotz, 

2013; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Kotz & Schwartze, 2010; Ghitza & Greenberg, 2009).

Although this view has recently gained popularity, some have pointed out that what may 

appear as the entrainment of intrinsic oscillations to speech may in fact result from a 

series of evoked responses (e.g., Nora et al., 2020) or the by-product of attentional gain 

mechanisms (e.g., Kerlin, Shahin, & Miller, 2010; for discussions, see Ding & Simon, 2014, 

and Kösem & van Wassenhove, 2017). Cortical tracking would therefore consist of a passive 

response that plays no functional role in comprehension. Despite the difficulty of ruling out 

this possibility, several recent studies have provided evidence for oscillatory models that 

entail a more active role of cortical tracking in speech comprehension (Keitel et al., 2018; 

Kösem et al., 2018; Meyer & Gumbert, 2018; Zoefel, Archer-Boyd, & Davis, 2018; Meyer 

et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2016; Ding, Chatterjee, & Simon, 2014; Doelling et al., 2014; 

Peelle et al., 2013). The idea that cortical tracking entirely reflects evoked responses is also 

inconsistent with the finding that neural oscillations persist at the stimulus frequency for 

several cycles even after the stimulus ends (Calderone et al., 2014). A third possibility is that 

cortical tracking does reflect the phase-locking of endogenous neuronal oscillations but that 

this is not itself a temporal prediction mechanism; rather, neural oscillations may constitute 

a processing constraint, and phase reset is induced by subcortical structures involved in the 

top–down temporal prediction of both periodic and aperiodic signals (Rimmele et al., 2018).
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With respect to speech in particular, debate surrounds the question of whether cortical 

tracking reflects only low-level perception of acoustic properties of speech or whether it is 

actively involved in top–down speech comprehension, tracking language-specific features 

beyond acoustic features. One common way to address this question has been to vary the 

degree of speech intelligibility through acoustic manipulations, which has led to mixed 

results (e.g., Baltzell, Srinivasan, & Richards, 2017; Zoefel & VanRullen, 2016; Millman, 

Johnson, & Prendergast, 2015; Doelling et al., 2014; Peelle et al., 2013; Howard & Poeppel, 

2010; Ahissar et al., 2001). One possibility is that multiple mechanisms are involved, 

such that cortical tracking may play different roles and track different features depending 

on the frequency band and the neuroanatomical source (Ding & Simon, 2014; Kösem & 

van Wassenhove, 2017; Zoefel & VanRullen, 2015). For instance, it has been recently 

proposed that cortical tracking consists of both “entrainment proper” (phase-locking to 

acoustic periodicities of the signal) and “intrinsic synchronicities” reflecting the endogenous 

generation of linguistic structure and predictions (see Meyer et al., 2020, for a clear 

distinction of these terms). Thus, although cortical tracking of speech has recently received 

much attention, its source and role are still debated, and there is still much to learn regarding 

its functional role in language comprehension. We will argue that cortical tracking is a useful 

tool for exploring psycholinguistic questions about language comprehension regardless of 

what neural mechanisms it may reflect and that psycholinguistic paradigms may in fact help 

elucidate the potential role(s) of cortical tracking in language processing and cognition more 

broadly.

Psycholinguistic Issues in Sentence Processing Research

Next, we will focus on the kinds of questions that have been asked in sentence processing 

research and the general classes of theories that have been proposed to account for 

psycholinguistic performance. The purpose of this section is not to provide an exhaustive 

review but rather to set the stage for the discussion to follow regarding how sentence 

processing research conceptualizes the important considerations that go into designing 

empirical studies.

The fundamental question that sentence processing theories try to address is how humans 

understand language in real time. (Of course language production is an important area 

of investigation as well but is beyond the scope of this review.) As the written or 

spoken signal unfolds, the comprehender assigns an interpretation at a number of different 

levels of linguistic representation: prosodic, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic. A core 

assumption is that the system is “incremental,” meaning that interpretations are assigned 

as the input is received and at all levels of representation (but see Christiansen & Chater, 

2015; Bever & Townsend, 2001). Thus, upon hearing the word “The” at the start of an 

utterance, the syllable is categorized as an instance of the word “the,” it is assigned 

the syntactic category “determiner,” and a syntactic structure is projected positing the 

existence of a subject noun phrase and perhaps even an entire clause (i.e., so-called “left

corner” parsing; Abney & Johnson, 1991; Johnson-Laird, 1983). Incremental interpretation 

supports efficient processing because input is categorized as it is received, which avoids 

the need for backtracking and for holding unanalyzed material in working memory. 

However, incremental interpretation will often lead to “garden paths” at a number of 
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levels of interpretation: For example, given a sequence such as “The principal spoke to 

the cafeteria…,” readers tend to spend a long time fixating on “cafeteria” because it is 

implausible as the object of “speak to,” a confusion that gets resolved once an animate noun 

such as “manager” is encountered (Staub, Rayner, Pollatsek, Hyönä, & Majewski, 2007); 

similarly, there is evidence from ERPs that any word can invoke a late positivity similar to 

a P600 component with cumulative syntactic effort, as measured by the number of parsing 

steps taken to parse the sentence before encountering the word (Hale, Dyer, Kuncoro, & 

Brennan, 2018).

Debate continues regarding the most compelling theoretical framework for explaining these 

and other processing effects (for a review, see Traxler, 2014). However, psycholinguists 

do agree that comprehenders eventually make use of all relevant information and that 

processing is constrained by the architectural properties of the overall cognitive system, 

including working memory constraints (e.g., Kim, Oines, & Miyake, 2018; Huettig & 

Janse, 2016; Swets, Desmet, Hambrick, & Ferreira, 2007). Recent models emphasize the 

need to account for the language system’s tendency to construct shallow, incomplete, and 

occasionally nonveridical representations of the input (Ferreira & Lowder, 2016; Gibson, 

Bergen, & Piantadosi, 2013; Ferreira, 2003). Related approaches highlight the rational 

nature of comprehension, which assume that readers and listeners optimally combine the 

input with their rational expectations to arrive at an optimal construction of the linguistic 

signal, which may allow for alterations to the input in accordance with noisy channel models 

(Futrell, Gibson, & Levy, 2020; Gibson et al., 2013). These models are often rooted in 

computational algorithms that assign surprisal (the degree to which the word is expected 

given the preceding context) and entropy (the degree to which the word constrains upcoming 

linguistic content) values to each word in a sentence, reflecting how easily a word can 

be integrated given the left context and the overall statistics of the language (Futrell et 

al., 2020). Neuroimaging evidence indicates that activation in language-related brain areas 

correlates with difficulty as reflected by these information-theoretic measures (e.g., Russo et 

al., 2020; Henderson, Choi, Lowder, & Ferreira, 2016). Recent neural models of language 

processing locate the operation of combining two elements into a syntactic representation 

in Brodmann’s area 44 of Broca’s area, which forms a network for processing of syntactic 

complexity in combination with the superior temporal gyrus (Fedorenko & Blank, 2020; 

Zaccarella, Schell, & Friederici, 2017; for a competing view, see Matchin & Hickok, 2020).

The theoretical debates outlined above would likely be of interest to those who use cortical 

tracking to study auditory signal processing, just as the cortical tracking of speech is clearly 

relevant to psycholinguistic research. Both fields have shown interest in discovering how 

listeners might assign abstract linguistic structure to continuous acoustic input as it unfolds 

and in determining the neural correlates of spoken language processing.

BRIDGING THE TWO FIELDS

When spoken language is the signal, the studies of sentence processing and of 

auditory signal processing share the goal of characterizing the neural and cognitive 

architecture of language comprehension. However, the two areas have not extensively 

collaborated to address this question. Research in sentence processing makes extensive 
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use of electrophysiological measures, especially through the use of ERPs, which have 

contributed greatly to our understanding of language comprehension (Swaab et al., 

2012; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas et al., 2006). Beyond the now routine use of 

ERPs, many psycholinguists have also adopted time–frequency analyses of EEG and 

magnetoencephalography data, as increases or decreases in power at various frequency 

bands have been found to correlate with several aspects of comprehension (for reviews, see 

Prystauka & Lewis, 2019; Meyer, 2018; Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2006). The use of time–

frequency analyses has enabled researchers to make fuller use of their data by including 

both synchronized and desynchronized neural activity, thus not discarding neural activity 

that is not phase-locked to a stimulus (Bastiaansen, Mazaheri, & Jensen, 2012). Yet, despite 

the widespread use of ERPs and time–frequency analyses of neural oscillations, the use 

of cortical tracking methods in particular to answer psycholinguistic questions to date is 

relatively rare. Importantly, cortical tracking implies a relationship between the periodicities 

found in neural activity and those found in the linguistic stimuli, which is different from 

the types of time–frequency analyses already frequently used in psycholinguistics. Strictly 

speaking, a power change in a certain frequency band does not imply phase-locking (and 

by the same token, momentary phase coherence does not imply an ongoing oscillation). As 

mentioned earlier, most studies that use cortical tracking of speech stem from the fields of 

signal processing, auditory processing, and neuroscience.

Nonetheless, there are some notable examples of research overlapping the methods 

and questions of these two fields. For example, Meyer and colleagues have performed 

several experiments that measure cortical tracking of speech using typical psycholinguistic 

experimental designs to answer questions about syntactic parsing, some of which we 

describe later in the Contributions to Psycholinguistics section (e.g., Meyer & Gumbert, 

2018; Meyer et al., 2017). Similarly, Martin and Doumas (2017) have proposed a 

computational model linking cortical tracking to the building of hierarchical representations 

of linguistic structure.

However, beyond these emerging pockets of research bridging the gap between sentence 

processing and signal processing, the two fields remain largely independent. One of the 

reasons for this may be that the two take very different approaches to the study of language 

processing. Although many researchers who use cortical tracking methods are interested in 

signal processing more broadly and consider speech to be one of many naturally occurring 

complex signals (e.g., Rimmele et al., 2018; Morillon & Schroeder, 2015), sentence 

processing research typically emphasizes the linguistic properties of language and the 

different levels of cognitive representations that are generated during language processing, 

as discussed in the previous section.

As is often the case in interdisciplinary research, a major challenge lies in the discrepancies 

in terminology and definitions across different literatures. In particular, studies in the two 

fields may sometimes even differ in their definition of language comprehension (e.g., 

the distinction between speech perception, processing, and comprehension; see Meyer, 

2018) or may not specify the degree or level of comprehension being assessed. Language 

comprehension entails a range of cognitive processes and levels of representations, which 

are sometimes left underspecified because of shallow processing (Wang, Bastiaansen, Yang, 
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& Hagoort, 2011, 2012; Ferreira & Patson, 2007; Ferreira, 2003; Sanford & Sturt, 2002; 

Christianson, Hollingworth, Halliwell, & Ferreira, 2001). Thus, researchers attempting to 

bridge the two fields will need to be aware of how comprehension is conceptualized across 

studies.

More generally, the limited collaboration may stem from the different methodological 

constraints that the two fields typically prioritize, because of their different theoretical 

backgrounds. In the following sections, we summarize some of the methodological 

constraints and solutions that are often employed in signal processing studies that use 

cortical tracking methods and in sentence processing research and note how these constraints 

are sometimes at odds.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ACROSS FIELDS

Cortical Tracking Constraints

In cortical tracking studies, there are several experimental constraints that commonly arise. 

Foremost among them is the requirement for long stretches of continuous, varied speech. 

This follows from the signal processing view that speech perception is a mathematically 

estimable operation that transforms speech into brain responses continuously, with various 

responses generally overlapping one another in time. A diverse family of techniques 

known as system identification is well suited to characterize such continuous input–output 

transformations. In the system-identification framework, an input signal x (e.g., a sound) is 

transformed through a system f(x) (e.g., the brain)—which is not directly observable—to 

produce an output signal y (e.g., an EEG signal). By presenting a range of systematically 

varied x inputs to the system and measuring y, researchers can estimate f  (x) to approximate 

the system that transforms input to output (e.g., the brain). Notice that these data-driven 

approaches do not necessarily presume a certain relationship between input (the signal) and 

output (the neural response) and therefore may be agnostic to the specific processes within 

the system that may contribute to the transformation. Instead, they tend to approach neural 

data with few a priori assumptions, to “discover” a relationship between the signal and the 

neural response. This is achieved by offering the system (the listener) various instances of 

the input signal of interest (e.g., spoken sentences) and measuring how the output signal 

(e.g., the EEG recording) responds differently at each moment. Characterizing the speech–

brain system entails modeling this relationship.

Linguistic Stimulus Considerations—Most of the constraints signal processing 

researchers optimize for concern the stimulus, which serves as the input signal. The first 

such constraint is that there must be a certain degree of variability in the stimulus. Speech 

input is often modeled by its slow (less than ~16 Hz) power fluctuations in the acoustic 

envelope. The acoustic envelope reflects the perceptually salient syllabic structure of speech 

and empirically relates to prominent cortical ERPs, such as the N1 (Sanders & Neville, 

2003). Because modeling the speech–brain system is essentially a statistical estimation 

problem (see Ljung, Chen, & Mu, 2020), the speech input must be varied in its properties to 

sample all the possibly relevant values, and it must do so without bias (or the analysis must 

explicitly correct for any bias). With a lack of variability and naturalism in the speech, the 
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estimation will either be unrepresentative, reflecting the idiosyncrasies of the specific speech 

corpus, or it will fail to find a relationship at all.

A second constraint is that signal processing approaches may require numerous trials. Just 

as insufficient stimulus variability can undermine the statistical estimation described earlier, 

having too little data can lead to invalid estimates or a failure to find a relationship between 

input and output signals. In principle, there is no limit to the parameter space of this speech–

brain system, but here too, many instances of each parameter must be presented to the 

listener. Furthermore, as in any model estimation problem, the more “free parameters” that 

must be characterized, the more data are usually required. System-identification approaches 

therefore offer great flexibility and interpretive power, but at the cost of acquiring more 

data and ensuring a statistically balanced array of parameters, akin to using a Latin square 

experimental design. A related constraint that often arises in cortical tracking studies is the 

need to repeat identical segments of speech multiple times. The motivation here is the same 

as when creating a traditional, simple ERP: An average response to multiple identical events 

(say, a tone) will be a more representative estimate with a higher signal-to-noise ratio than 

any individual response. Unsurprisingly, in single-cell auditory neurophysiology, where a 

signal-processing mindset has long dominated and influenced many speech-tracking EEG 

investigators, repeated presentations are de rigueur (e.g., in the venerable poststimulus time 

histogram). In some cases, the data-driven nature of system-identification techniques might 

compel such averaging, but better signal-to-noise will help virtually any cortical tracking 

measure.

A third constraint concerns the periodicity of the auditory stimulus itself. In contrast to 

system identification, another class of influential cortical tracking experiments manipulates 

the speech signal’s acoustic and linguistic structures to be artificially periodic (e.g., 

Ding et al., 2016) and may result in stronger cortical tracking (Meyer et al., 2020; 

Alexandrou, Saarinen, Kujala, & Salmelin, 2018). From the signal processing perspective, 

this is beneficial because it allows more straightforward analysis of how the periodicity of 

speech input is “tracked” by the brain. Specifically, frequency-domain measures allow the 

investigator to focus only on those periodicities of interest with relatively high statistical 

power. However, linguistic events are not strictly periodic in time (Nolan & Jeon, 2014; see 

Beier & Ferreira, 2018, for a discussion). This tension has further relevance to questions 

of entrainment, particularly the hypothesis that intrinsic brain oscillations become phase

reset or otherwise temporally aligned with informative speech features. Experimentally, 

to identify entrainment, it may be useful to have well-defined periodicities as opposed 

to natural speech dynamics. However, introducing such periodicities limits the ability 

to determine whether entrainment occurs for natural speech and, by extension, whether 

entrainment plays an active role in speech comprehension outside the laboratory.

Behavioral Task Considerations—In cortical tracking paradigms, the main 

consideration regarding the inclusion of a behavioral task is that it should not impede 

continuous EEG recording or contribute significant noise to the data. Cortical tracking 

studies may employ a passive listening paradigm (e.g., Keitel, Ince, Gross, & Kayser, 2017; 

Gross et al., 2013) to obtain EEG recording that is not continually interrupted by motor 

movements (e.g., button presses) from behavioral tasks on the assumption that spoken 
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language is automatically processed even if there is no offline behavioral task (e.g., in ERP 

studies presenting auditory sentences; van Berkum, 2004), an assumption that is sometimes 

held in sentence processing research as well. Relatedly, investigators may omit a behavioral 

task to prevent unnatural processing strategies that may add noise to the EEG data (for 

further discussion, see Hamilton & Huth, 2020).

In some cases, however, signal processing studies do include a behavioral task to encourage 

participants to attend to the auditory signal. For instance, participants may be given probe 

words and asked to indicate whether they heard those words on a previous trial (e.g., Keitel 

et al., 2018; Falk, Lanzilotti, & Schön, 2017), or they may be asked to detect semantic 

anomalies in the sentence (Meyer & Gumbert, 2018). Alternatively, participants may be 

asked to count the number of words or syllables in the presented sentences (Batterink 

& Paller, 2017) or to press a button every nth-word (e.g., fourth-word) sentence (Getz, 

Ding, Newport, & Poeppel, 2018). To ensure attention to the acoustic properties of the 

signal, cortical tracking studies may include acoustic or temporal deviation tasks, which 

require participants to indicate when or whether the pitch or loudness changed in the 

speech they heard (Zoefel et al., 2018; Rimmele, Golumbic, Schroger, & Poeppel, 2015). In 

investigations of language comprehension as opposed to low-level acoustic perception, an 

offline task is sometimes included to ensure listeners interpreted the utterance successfully, 

such as a self-report of the number of words participants understood in the signal (Baltzell 

et al., 2017; Peelle et al., 2013) or comprehension questions (Weissbart, Kandylaki, & 

Reichenbach, 2020; Biau, Torralba, Fuentemilla, de Diego Balaguer, & Soto-Faraco, 2015). 

In summary, because signal processing studies are primarily concerned with characterizing 

the processes that lead to comprehension in real time, behavioral tasks are often viewed as 

tools to encourage participants to pay attention to an input signal.

Although the experimental requirements of cortical tracking studies tend to be rather 

technical in nature, they do illustrate why signal processing research has long placed 

such great emphasis on the continuous nature of speech processing: not only because 

this is likely how the brain works but also because this is mathematically inherent 

to the most common techniques (including both time series system-identification and 

frequency-domain analyses). The constraints also reflect the data-driven nature of signal 

processing approaches, which can be theory agnostic, in part because they might require a 

representative and unbiased sampling of the speech–brain activity to achieve a valid result.

Psycholinguistic Constraints

In a typical sentence processing experiment, participants read or listen to sentences with 

manipulations relevant to the theoretical question that the experiment is designed to 

evaluate (e.g., sentences with grammatical, semantic, or pragmatic anomalies). Researchers 

then compare processing of those sentences to sentences in a baseline condition that 

do not contain any anomaly but are otherwise identical to the experimental sentences 

(i.e., “minimal pairs” that are controlled for lexical, semantic, and syntactic features). 

A difference in averaged behavioral response between the experimental and baseline 

conditions (e.g., longer RTs or reading times) would indicate processing effects that are 

because of the linguistic manipulation. Importantly, the experiment is designed to control 
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for extraneous variables and to ensure that the measures reflect specific cognitive and 

neural mechanisms that underlie language comprehension. To address these concerns, a set 

of guidelines for designing the experimental stimuli and the behavioral tasks has become 

mainstream in psycholinguistics over the years.

Linguistic Stimulus Considerations—In sentence processing research, linguistic 

stimuli are typically controlled for factors that are known to influence processing to rule 

out potential confounds. For example, the length and frequency of words used can affect 

the magnitude and timing of ERPs (Strijkers, Costa, & Thierry, 2010; Hauk & Pulvermüller, 

2004; King & Kutas, 1998), and therefore, word frequency is either controlled at the 

stimulus creation stage (e.g., selecting words with a similar frequency from a database) or 

statistically controlled by including frequency in a model at the analysis stage. Relatedly, 

function words (e.g., prepositions, determiners) evoke different neural responses than do 

content words (e.g., nouns, verbs): The former evokes a left-lateralized negative shift that 

the latter does not (Brown, Hagoort, & ter Keurs, 1999). The amplitude of the N400 

response to concrete words is larger than that for abstract words, and there is greater right

hemisphere activity for concrete words (Kounios & Holcomb, 1994). Words with a higher 

orthographic neighborhood density (e.g., the number of words with a similar orthographic 

representation, such as “lose” and “rose”) or a phonological neighborhood density (e.g., 

“cat” and “kit”) evoke greater N400 negativity than those with a low neighborhood density 

(Winsler, Midgley, Grainger, & Holcomb, 2018; Holcomb, Grainger, & O’Rourke, 2002).

The position of the target word in a sentence can also affect processing and therefore 

must be taken into consideration when designing stimuli. For example, the N400 amplitude 

is larger for words that occur earlier, and the effect is attenuated by word frequency 

(Van Petten & Kutas, 1990). Low transition probability from word to word, or even 

syllable to syllable, can evoke the N400 response (Teinonen & Huotilainen, 2012; Kutas 

& Federmeier, 2011; Cunillera, Toro, Sebastián-Gallés, & Rodríguez-Fornells, 2006). To 

control for transition probability, stimuli are typically cloze-normed (Taylor, 1953). In the 

cloze procedure, participants read fragments of the experimental sentences and are asked to 

provide the word(s) that best completes the sentence. The proportion of a given response 

out of all responses provided is the cloze probability for that response and is thought 

to index its predictability for the preceding context. For example, if participants read the 

sentence “It was a breezy day so the boy went outside to fly a _____ ” and 90% of them 

responded with the word “kite”, then the word “kite” has a cloze probability of 90% and 

would be considered a highly predictable sentence continuation. A sentence that violates 

phrase structure rules or is otherwise ungrammatical (e.g., agreement errors, such as “The 

doctors is late for surgery”) can trigger an early left anterior negativity (ELAN) as well 

as the P600 component (Friederici & Meyer, 2004; Friederici, 2002). By norming stimuli 

for acceptability, which is a proxy for sentence grammaticality that is more accessible to 

naive raters (Huang & Ferreira, 2020), stimuli that do or do not evoke ERPs linked to 

structural violations can be selected, depending on the research question. In addition, stimuli 

are frequently normed for typicality, plausibility, and naturalness. Stimuli that are atypical 

or implausible will likely evoke N400 responses, and unnatural stimuli could evoke N400 or 
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P600 components, depending on what aspect of the linguistic content leads raters to indicate 

that they seem unnatural.

Behavioral Task Considerations—In addition to carefully controlling the experimental 

stimuli, psycholinguistic experiments typically include an offline behavioral task to 

verify that participants comprehended the stimuli, such as employing true–false questions 

(Brothers, Swaab, & Traxler, 2017), semantic judgments (Wang, Hagoort, & Jensen, 

2018), or asking participants to evaluate each sentence or narrative based on their 

grammaticality, acceptability, or plausibility (see Myers, 2009). For research investigating 

lower-level language processing, such as acoustic representations, researchers have used 

simple detection tasks such as asking participants to monitor a particular phoneme and 

to press a response key when they hear that phoneme, but the use of detection tasks has 

declined in sentence processing research for various reasons (for a review, see Ferreira & 

Anes, 1994).

Some studies of speech comprehension do not include any explicit tasks besides passive 

listening (e.g., van Berkum, Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman, & Hagoort, 2005; see van 

Berkum, 2004, for a discussion). These paradigms circumvent issues associated with 

metalinguistic judgments and may prevent unnatural processing strategies (see Hamilton 

& Huth, 2020). They are also particularly advantageous when investigating language 

processing in special populations who may have impaired ability to perform additional 

behavioral tasks, such as some autistic individuals and children (Brennan, 2016). In studies 

of typical language processing in adults, however, comprehension tasks are often used 

because they allow researchers to directly measure the interpretation that participants 

have generated after processing the stimuli (Ferreira & Yang, 2019). It can be argued 

that comprehension tasks are crucial because passively presenting the linguistic stimuli to 

participants does not guarantee that they have fully analyzed the linguistic material and 

have generated an interpretation for it. Instead, they may engage in shallow processing and 

come away with an incomplete or even incorrect interpretation of the sentence (Ferreira 

& Patson, 2007; Ferreira, 2003; Christianson et al., 2001). Omitting a comprehension 

task may also encourage participants to adopt idiosyncratic goals during the experiment 

(Salverda, Brown, & Tanenhaus, 2011). Different task demands have additionally been 

shown to affect the extent to which people engage in basic linguistic processing such as 

resolving anaphors, structure building, and inferencing (Foertsch & Gernsbacher, 1994) as 

well as lexical prediction (Brothers et al., 2017). Finally, the behavioral task participants 

engage in can systematically influence language-related ERP components, including the 

N400 (Chwilla, Brown, & Hagoort, 1995; Bentin, Kutas, & Hillyard, 1993; Deacon, Breton, 

Ritter, & Vaughan, 1991) and the P600 (Schacht, Sommer, Shmuilovich, Martíenz, & 

Martín-Loeches, 2014; Gunter & Friederici, 1999).

The presence and type of behavioral task will vary depending on the research questions 

and goals of the study. Nonetheless, it may be necessary to consider the kind and depth 

of language processing that is induced in the experiment, as motivation and strategies are 

known to affect language comprehension (Ferreira & Yang, 2019; Alexopoulou, Michel, 

Murakami, & Meurers, 2017). Well-controlled linguistic stimuli and behavioral tasks enable 

sentence processing researchers to draw conclusions about the specific cognitive and neural 
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mechanisms that support language comprehension, including the time course of these 

processes as well as the generated interpretation resulting from comprehension.

Reconciling Constraints across Fields

Sentence processing researchers who wish to include cortical tracking as a method and 

signal processing researchers who wish to employ more linguistic control in their stimuli 

both face the challenge of taking into account the methodological constraints of both 

fields. Some of the methodological constraints that psycholinguists must satisfy are difficult 

to reconcile with the constraints researchers who use cortical tracking methods reckon 

with. For example, psycholinguists carefully control the linguistic content of their stimuli 

(e.g., surprisal, plausibility, acceptability), which is tractable when the number of items is 

relatively small, and they avoid repeating the same item in an experimental session because 

of the effects of priming and learning. However, signal processing studies can require 

numerous trials, which is sometimes achieved through repeated exposure to the same item, 

which listeners could habituate to or overlearn. Similarly, signal processing studies often 

require long stretches of signal. It is difficult to create the number of unique experimental 

items following psycholinguistic conventions (e.g., stimulus norming) to generate the type 

of dataset that signal processing studies may require, and it is similarly difficult to control 

the linguistic properties of speech in lengthy recordings. Likewise, without an explicit 

comprehension task, the level of comprehension that took place and the participants’ 

motivation are unclear, but signal processing studies may need to minimize interruptions 

and motor movements during EEG recording.

All interdisciplinary work requires researchers to draw from the methods used across 

multiple fields and ultimately agree on a common methodology. Because some 

methodological choices are mutually exclusive with others, no experiment can realistically 

meet all methodological standards. Instead, it is necessary to evaluate constraints from 

each field and then prioritize those that are most applicable to the research question at 

hand. In the event that conflicting constraints cannot be reconciled, it is worth explicitly 

acknowledging the validity of the constraints that could not be applied and briefly stating 

why they were not given priority (e.g., we could not use naturalistic stimuli because it was 

critical to our design to eliminate prosodic cues to syntax).

Although some constraints may be mutually exclusive—for example, the preference for 

more periodicity in the acoustic signal to measure cortical tracking, which conflicts with 

the pressure for speech to sound as natural as possible—there are steps that can be taken 

to reconcile other constraints without posing an undue burden on researchers. For example, 

even if stimuli cannot be normed or constructed to control for linguistic content, measures 

of some constructs (such as word frequency, surprisal, and entropy) can be obtained for 

existing stimuli using computational models (Hamilton & Huth, 2020; Weissbart et al., 

2020; Brennan, 2016; Willems, Frank, Nijhof, Hagoort, & van den Bosch, 2016) and then 

controlled for statistically. Such an approach allows researchers to quantify these measures 

for naturalistic stimuli, which can be used to assess cortical tracking in everyday language 

comprehension (Alexandrou, Saarinen, Kujala, & Salmelin, 2020; Alexandrou et al., 2018)..
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It is important to note that both sentence and signal processing experiments tend to use 

stimuli that differ from the kinds of sentences and utterances that occur in everyday 

language. Experiments in both areas tend to make use of read speech, which gives 

researchers good control over the linguistic content of the stimuli but is easier to 

comprehend (Uchanski, Choi, Braida, Reed, & Durlach, 1996; Payton, Uchanski, & Braida, 

1994), is produced at a lower speech rate (Hirose & Kawanami, 2002; Picheny, Durlach, 

& Braida, 1985; Crystal & House, 1982), and has exaggerated acoustic features relative 

to spontaneous speech (Gross et al., 2013; Finke & Rogina, 1997; Nakajima & Allen, 

1993; see Alexandrou et al., 2020, for a discussion), which may affect processing. Further 

work using naturalistic utterances is required both to determine the degree to which 

cortical tracking occurs when listening to spontaneous speech and to assess whether 

sentence processing models generalize to everyday speech. Nonetheless, the estimable 

linguistic parameters available using computational models are compatible with the 

system-identification techniques commonly used in signal processing research. Parameters 

such as spectrotemporal, phonetic/phonemic, or linguistic properties can be included in 

the statistical model, for instance, in approaches that elaborate on multiple regression 

(Sassenhagen, 2019; Di Liberto & Lalor, 2017; Crosse, Di Liberto, Bednar, & Lalor, 2016). 

These can take continuous values, as with the acoustic envelope, or categorical ones, as 

with phonemic class. Furthermore, they can be modeled as changing smoothly through 

time (power) or occurring only at specific, transitory moments (e.g., sentence onsets, 

syntactic boundaries, prosodic breaks). However, as noted before, increasing the number 

of parameters also requires more data.

When the research question mandates the use of linguistically controlled stimuli, as in 

many sentence processing studies as well as signal processing experiments that rely on 

stimuli with a fixed structure, it is worth noting that the stimuli need not be generated from 

scratch. It has been standard practice in psycholinguistics for decades to share stimuli in an 

appendix or in other supplementary materials, which means entire lists of well-controlled 

stimuli that have already been normed are readily available in published papers. In addition, 

there are large freely available stimulus sets that researchers have compiled for general 

use, for example, a data set of cloze norms for over 3,000 English sentences (Peelle et 

al., 2020). Audio files for prerecorded stimuli may be found in online repositories such as 

the Open Science Framework or may be made available by authors upon request. Stimulus 

crowdsourcing—asking users of a crowdsourcing platform to generate stimuli that meet 

study-relevant constraints—is an additional strategy researchers can employ to alleviate the 

burden of stimulus generation. However, whatever the source of the corpus, the challenge of 

controlling stimuli, balancing factorial designs, and including filler items may lead to small 

numbers of trials. Although it is possible to conduct a rigorous study using cortical tracking 

methods with relatively few stimuli (e.g., Meyer et al., 2017, Nitems = 40), achieving 

adequate statistical power might require compensation through using extended recording 

times, multiple sessions, or a larger number of test participants.

In addition, filler items are often helpful for providing listeners with a greater variability of 

stimulus types while at the same time reducing the likelihood that participants will overlearn 

the stimulus structure and, as a result, engage in shallow comprehension of the stimuli. This 

is particularly relevant for the assumption that neural data reflect a continuous process, as 
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repetitive stimuli may induce shallow or atypical processing of the speech signal, in which 

case the function estimated by system-identification techniques may not correspond to more 

naturalistic processing. We return to this idea in the following section.

The behavioral task constraints across sentence processing and signal processing research 

can also be reconciled to quantify the level of comprehension more explicitly in cortical 

tracking paradigms. Adding a comprehension task to an experiment is a relatively easy way 

to motivate participants to engage in detailed comprehension of the stimuli. For instance, 

simple yes/no questions about the meaning of the stimuli encourage participants to construct 

elaborated semantic representations rather than attending to only the surface structure. 

Comprehension questions can be presented to participants in between blocks, or on the 

filler items only, to avoid introducing neural responses related to decisionmaking on the 

experimental trials and to ensure that motor movements do not interfere with the EEG 

recording. If the paradigm would not allow a comprehension task to be intermingled with 

the experimental trials, experimenters can motivate careful attention to the stimuli by telling 

participants at the start of the experiment to anticipate a memory test at the end of the 

session.

Speech is a continuous signal, and psycholinguists who study sentence processing are 

ultimately interested in understanding how listeners interpret that continuous signal. 

Nevertheless, there is a tendency to examine language processing through the analysis of 

discrete events, in part because of the conventions and analysis approaches used historically 

in the field (Jewett & Williston, 1971). To understand how listeners process real-time 

spoken input, sentence processing would benefit from adopting the methodological and 

analysis techniques employed in the study of signal processing for working with continuous 

data. Furthermore, it is far less common in sentence processing work for researchers to 

consider the periodicity of the signal, or variability in the amplitude envelope, which can 

affect neural signals. By understanding how these acoustic features impact EEG recordings, 

psycholinguists conducting sentence processing experiments can better separate the relative 

contribution of acoustic and linguistic properties of their experimental stimuli, which 

would allow them to draw stronger conclusions about how linguistic features (e.g., lexical 

ambiguity) ultimately influence comprehension.

Finally, although cortical tracking is an inherently temporal phenomenon, linguistic 

attributes may strongly affect which cortical areas are involved, and thus the “spatial” 

pattern of tracking time series across EEG scalp channels. Many neuroimaging studies using 

fMRI and PET show spatial cortical activation patterns that distinguish lexical category 

or semantics (nouns vs. verbs, concrete vs. abstract), syntax (argument structure), and 

numerous other features (for examples, see Rodd, Vitello, Woollams, & Adank, 2015; 

Moseley & Pulvermüller, 2014; Price, 2012; Friederici, 2011). Insofar as the EEG scalp 

activation pattern reflects (indirectly) the locations and orientations of cortical sources, 

controlling such linguistic variables should lead to more consistent and representative 

tracking analyses.

In summary, although many of the constraints associated with conducting signal processing 

and sentence processing research may appear to be at odds, there are reasonable 
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compromises that can be made to reconcile methodologies from both fields. As the difficulty 

of collaboration between these areas is partly because of methodological differences, some 

of these solutions may make it easier for both sentence processing and signal processing 

researchers to use cortical tracking to better understand the neural and cognitive processes 

underlying language comprehension. In the following sections, we further elaborate on what 

these two fields have to gain from this collaboration and provide more detailed examples of 

ways to incorporate each field’s methods and standards.

Contribution to Signal Processing Research

What can the study of signal processing, using cortical tracking methods, gain from 

developing stimuli that satisfy certain psycholinguistic constraints? Stimuli that are 

implausible, anomalous, or otherwise unnatural in some manner elicit ERP components 

(e.g., N400s, P600s, ELAN), which will affect oscillations if they occur in the same 

frequency band and therefore could contribute unwanted noise if not intentionally 

manipulated. Repetition of the same (or highly similar) sentence or the same syntactic 

frame throughout the study could also have unintended processing effects. Syntactic 

similarity across sentences produces structural priming, in which structural similarity 

between previous sentences facilitates processing of the current sentence (Tooley, Traxler, & 

Swaab, 2009; Pickering & Ferreira, 2008; Bock, 1986). Unintended priming effects should 

be avoided because it is unclear how structural priming of this sort might influence cortical 

tracking of speech or alter the EEG signal in unintended ways. Another concern is that, 

when a sentence template is used frequently, the listener can overlearn the template and 

employ a behavioral strategy that undermines the study. For example, if the task is to detect 

a word and the target word repeatedly occurs in the same location in the sentence, listeners 

could successfully circumvent the intended purpose of the comprehension task by attending 

only to the target region of the sentence. A shallow processing strategy of this sort would 

allow for high performance on the task without the need to comprehend the sentence. This 

problem could be avoided by including filler items with different sentence structures and 

varying the location of the target word within the experimental items, when possible. When 

the syntactic structure is highly predictable because of overlearning, it may additionally 

attenuate the EEG signal (Tooley et al., 2009).

Importantly, controlling for the linguistic aspects of stimuli may also help researchers 

determine whether cortical tracking reflects evoked responses or intrinsic oscillations. If 

stimuli are controlled such that we can determine when and where larger ERPs should 

occur, variation introduced by ERPs may be more readily dissociated from variation because 

of intrinsic oscillations. Through the availability of computational models, many linguistic 

factors can be controlled for statistically (Hamilton & Huth, 2020; Weissbart et al., 2020; 

Brennan, 2016; Willems et al., 2016), which would allow researchers to use lengthy, 

naturalistic auditory stimuli that are often required in signal processing experiments and 

still account for linguistic constraints. Controlling for linguistic factors that are known to 

induce processing difficulty or to otherwise affect language processing will yield cleaner 

data and will provide greater context for interpreting variations in the EEG signal.
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In addition to carefully controlling the stimuli, it may be worthwhile to include an 

explicit comprehension task to ensure participants engage in detailed comprehension while 

listening to the stimuli, especially if the research aim is to test the role of cortical 

tracking in comprehension. As discussed in the Psycholinguistic Constraints section, 

listeners’ strategies for comprehension can vary depending on the goal and the task 

demands (see Ferreira & Yang, 2019), and shallow processing can sometimes lead to 

underspecified or even incorrect representations (Ferreira & Patson, 2007; Sanford & Sturt, 

2002), thus potentially adding noise to the neural data corresponding to these cognitive 

processes. It is important to acknowledge that naturalistic paradigms have numerous 

advantages (see Hamilton & Huth, 2020; Brennan, 2016), and it is indeed not necessary 

to include a comprehension task if the study’s goal does not pertain to higher-level 

language comprehension per se (e.g., using cortical tracking methods to investigate the 

sequential grouping of syllables into words, not sentence or discourse-level comprehension). 

Nevertheless, even in this case, it is worthwhile to consider how task effects impact EEG 

data because any neural response that has not been accounted for has the potential to add 

noise. As mentioned previously, language-related ERPs have been shown to vary depending 

on the level of processing induced by different tasks (e.g., Chwilla et al., 1995; Bentin et al., 

1993).

In selecting a behavioral task that addresses comprehension, there are a number of 

considerations regarding the kind of processing that is induced by the task. When 

appropriate, comprehension questions are ideal because they enable researchers to quantify 

the level of comprehension that took place, and they may be a better alternative to self

reported intelligibility because they circumvent unconscious biases. Word detection and 

anomaly detection tasks are useful in encouraging participants to attend to the sentences, 

but participants may not necessarily engage in detailed comprehension because these tasks 

tap into memory for the surface structure rather than the overall meaning of the sentence. 

Temporal or acoustic deviation tasks, in which participants indicate when or whether the 

pitch, loudness, or timing changed in the speech, have similar limitations to detection tasks 

because they only index attention to the acoustic properties of the speech signal, rather than 

tapping into the processing of the linguistic content of the speech stream. Furthermore, ERPs 

have been shown to be influenced by whether participants are instructed to pay attention to 

speech rhythm or syntax (Schmidt-Kassow & Kotz, 2009a, 2009b), which may also lead to 

overall noisier and potentially misleading EEG data.

In summary, signal processing research using cortical tracking can reap various benefits 

from designing stimuli and behavioral tasks that fulfill the previously described 

psycholinguistic constraints. If cortical tracking of speech potentially serves a functional 

role in speech comprehension, it would be crucial to ensure that the electrophysiological 

recordings reflect comprehension of the linguistic material, in which participants build 

syntactic structures, commit to a sentence interpretation, resolve anaphors and ambiguity, 

and make inferences when applicable. To this aim, including comprehension questions 

yields a direct measure of linguistic processing and encourages a more detailed analysis 

of the sentence structure and meaning. Comprehension tasks also provide an explicit goal 

of comprehension for participants and prevent idiosyncratic goals and strategies, which 

reduce noise in the data from these extraneous factors. In the data analysis stage, the use of 
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information-theoretic measures in statistical control can be easily implemented to account 

for systematic noise concerning syntactic and semantic processing. A key advantage of this 

computational approach is that it can be used on large stretches of naturalistic uncontrolled 

stimuli, bolstering the goal of investigating naturalistic language processing that is an 

emerging trend in both signal processing and sentence processing research (see Alexandrou 

et al., 2018, 2020; Hamilton & Huth, 2020; Alday, 2019; Brennan, 2016). More generally, 

the computational modeling approach can also elucidate the role of cortical tracking in 

instantiating temporal predictions, as information-theoretic modeling can identify the rich 

linguistic information in the signal that is coded by the brain. Signal processing researchers 

who are interested in using cortical tracking to study predictive coding can benefit from 

quantifying the depth of processing that took place because predictive processing will 

depend on how deeply the linguistic material was processed, which is in turn influenced 

by the presence and type of behavioral task (for further discussion, see Kuperberg & 

Jaeger, 2016). Overall, the endeavor of studying auditory signal processing can be greatly 

augmented by accounting for linguistic aspects in the stimuli when spoken language 

constitutes the signal and by employing behavioral tasks that enable explicit assessment 

of the depth of comprehension that took place.

Contributions to Psycholinguistics

Sentence processing research has long studied syntactic ambiguity to differentiate between 

contrasting theoretical accounts of cognitive parsing mechanisms. In a recent study, Meyer 

et al. (2017) presented ambiguous sentences such as “The client sued the murderer with the 

corrupt lawyer” that either did or did not include a disambiguating prosodic break before the 

prepositional phrase. Cortical tracking in delta-band oscillations reflected syntactic phrase 

groupings, which frequently—but not always—corresponded to the prosodic grouping 

(Bögels, Schriefers, Vonk, & Chwilla, 2011; Clifton, Carlson, & Frazier, 2002; Cutler, 

Dahan, & van Donselaar, 1997; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996; Ferreira, 1993), 

generating new evidence that syntactic grouping biases can override acoustic grouping cues. 

Cortical tracking methods could be applied further using temporarily ambiguous sentences 

to help differentiate between sentence parsing models.

For example, Ding et al. (2016) found that listeners showed cortical tracking to syntactic 

phrase boundaries (e.g., cortical tracking reflects the subject noun phrase and verb phrase 

boundary). If tracking of syntactic boundaries generalizes beyond the stimulus materials 

that Ding et al. used, then using cortical tracking to temporarily ambiguous sentences 

should reveal the parsing mechanisms at play. Consider the temporarily ambiguous garden

path sentence “The government plans to raise taxes failed.” The sentence fragment “The 

government plans to raise taxes” is ambiguous because the subject of the sentence is 

ambiguous (1).1 “The government” could be the subject of the verb “plans” (1a), or “The 

government plans” could be the subject of a sentence in which “government plans” is a 

compound noun (1b).

1. a) [S [NP The government] [VP plans …]

1.For ease of explanation, we opted to show simplified syntactic structures and only the relevant syntactic phrase boundaries in this 
example.
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b) [S [NP The government plans] [VP …]

Before the disambiguating word (“failed”), either interpretation of the sentence is viable. 

Garden-path effects suggest that comprehenders initially assume the structure in 1a 

(MacDonald, 1993; Frazier & Rayner, 1987). The structure is initially favored at least in 

part because “plans” occurs more frequently as a verb (59 occurrences) than as a noun (two 

occurrences) in this particular context (Corpus of Contemporary American English; Davies, 

2008).

Sentence processing theories disagree with respect to whether multiple structures are 

considered simultaneously and on where in the sentence the parser will encounter difficulty. 

Serial processing models (e.g., Frazier, 1987; Frazier & Fodor, 1978) build only one 

structure at a time, and reanalysis only occurs when the parser attempts to integrate a 

syntactic unit that is not compatible with the structure. In the sentence under consideration, 

encountering the verb “failed” would trigger reanalysis. Parallel processing models (e.g., 

MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994), as the name 

implies, generate multiple structures and narrow down the field of candidates as the parser 

encounters more and more disambiguating information, which means the parser should 

encounter the greatest difficulty during the ambiguous region of the sentence (before 

“failed”).

Under a parallel processing model, during the temporarily ambiguous region of a sentence, 

at least two competing parses (1a and 1b) are actively under consideration. Crucially, the 

syntactic phrase boundaries differ between the two structures early on in the sentence. We 

would expect to see cortical tracking to phrase boundaries corresponding to each of the 

competing parses during the ambiguous portion of the sentence as the parser considers 

multiple viable candidates. In contrast, under a serial processing model, only one parse (e.g., 

1a) would be considered at a time, and the delta-band oscillatory phase should indicate the 

parse under consideration. We would therefore predict cortical tracking to syntactic phrase 

boundaries that are consistent with the parse under consideration only, and we would expect 

delta-band oscillatory phase reset to occur once contradictory evidence is encountered. Thus, 

cortical tracking methods provide us with a unique opportunity to resolve some theoretical 

issues that have proven difficult to disentangle using common behavioral methods such as 

the recording of eye movements during reading (Figure 1).

In addition, signal processing studies that compare cortical tracking to attended versus 

unattended speech suggest that we might be able to study depth of processing by measuring 

the degree of cortical tracking of speech. There is evidence that listeners employ shallow 

processing to efficiently construct a “good-enough” interpretation of the sentence (Ferreira 

& Patson, 2007; Ferreira, 2003; Christianson et al., 2001). For example, Ferreira (2003) 

presented listeners with sentences describing transitive events that either were plausible 

or implausible, and had active or passive syntax, and found a tendency for listeners to 

transform implausible passive sentences (e.g., “The dog was bitten by the man”) into actives 

(e.g., “The dog bit the man”), thereby “correcting” the noncanonical nature of both the 

syntax and meaning of the sentence. The degree of cortical tracking to speech may be able 

to predict whether or not the listener used a heuristic strategy when processing the sentence. 
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Specifically, we might expect weak cortical tracking to “The dog was bitten by the man” 

to predict a listener arriving at the incorrect but more felicitous “The dog bit the man” 

interpretation.

Cortical tracking would supplement not only behavioral methods but also the measures 

of neural activity already in use in the field of sentence processing. Cortical tracking 

goes beyond the use of ERPs to study language processing in that it can reveal processes 

occurring continuously, rather than being constrained by neural responses to discrete events. 

This could facilitate the process of generating linguistic stimuli, which are often required 

to be built around specific target words in many current designs; using cortical tracking 

methods, sentence processing researchers may be able to expand to more naturalistic 

stimuli. Cortical tracking methods also go beyond the time–frequency analyses currently 

in use in sentence processing research by observing neural activity that is phase-aligned 

to periodicities in the stimuli. As we have shown, this property may be exploited to 

measure how comprehenders deal with stimuli presenting ambiguous structures. Whereas 

the types of time–frequency analyses already in use add an invaluable piece to our 

understanding of language comprehension (Prystauka & Lewis, 2019), cortical tracking 

tools will undoubtedly add to the types of linguistic questions and paradigms that can be 

addressed through the recording of EEG and magnetoencephalography data.

In summary, there are exciting opportunities to investigate psycholinguistic theories by 

studying cortical tracking of speech and to use psycholinguistic methods to further elucidate 

the relationship between cortical tracking and cognitive processes associated with language 

processing and comprehension. As we have argued, cortical tracking may help resolve long

standing debates such as whether parsing occurs in a serial or parallel fashion, which have 

been left unresolved by behavioral methods and the measures of neural activity currently 

employed in this field.

Conclusion

The fields of sentence and signal processing both seek to understand how listeners 

process speech, yet collaboration between the two fields has been limited. We outlined 

several barriers to collaboration, with the primary ones being the different methods used 

across fields as well as differences in the constraints that experiments in each field 

must satisfy. Although some of those constraints are at odds with each other, many can 

be reconciled. We advocate for further collaboration across fields, which would require 

researchers in each area to acknowledge the experimental constraints of the other and 

to integrate interdisciplinary methods in their own work, whenever possible. We believe 

both sentence processing and signal processing research would benefit as a result, because 

(1) avoiding linguistic stimulus confounds would help determine whether cortical tracking 

reflects evoked responses or neural entrainment, (2) psycholinguists could pursue research 

questions that current methods (e.g., ERPs) are not well suited to address, and (3) language 

processing models in psycholinguistics could be better informed by incorporating findings 

from signal processing work. More broadly, both fields would be able to make a fuller 

use of their data. Signal processing researchers could reduce unwanted noise by controlling 

and manipulating linguistic features of their stimuli that are often overlooked and ensuring 
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that full comprehension takes place. Sentence processing researchers could better interpret 

real-time processing by measuring continuous neural activity corresponding to the structure 

of the stimuli, rather than limiting themselves to observations of neural responses to discrete 

events such as particular target words. Further collaboration will give rise to new and 

exciting scientific discoveries of interest to both research communities.
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Figure 1. 
Illustration of predicted delta-band oscillation responses under (A) serial and (B) parallel 

processing accounts of sentence parsing. Cortical tracking of verb phrase boundaries 

indicated by a reset in oscillatory phase. The approximation of delta oscillations at 1 Hz 

is simplified (relative to an actual EEG recording) for clarity.
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